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Classic nozzles 

Information Technology Solutions 

SEMISFERA D’ACQUA 

Made of stainless steel and brass 

 

Transparent water semi sphere feature 

 

Demountable arms 

100% 
METAL 

  
 

INFINITE 
LIFETIME 

The Semisfera d’acqua fountain nozzle, made of stainless steel and brass, consists of a central nucleus from which radiate arms of different 

number and length, according to the model. Moreover, it is supported by a stainless steel pillar. 

Each arm is a nozzle which squeezes water creating a transparent disc. The union of the transparent water discs forms the hemisphere surface. 

The effect is a transparent water semi sphere. Upon request, it is available a stainless steel anchorage, to be built-in for nozzle floor mounting. 

 

TIPS FOR USE AND APPLICATIONS 

The Semisfera is a complex fountain nozzle, creating a highly suggestive water feature, especially enhanced by lighting effects at night. 

Differently from other common solutions, Cascade Semisfera exploits arms with total water passage and, thus, very unlikely to get obstructed. 

Easy to maintain thanks to the detachable arms. 

Underwater lighting: to enhance the water effect with monochrome or RGBW lighting features we recommend the use of the Mizar underwater 

LED fountain lights, professional products specific for fountain illumination, of refined design, cutting-edge technology and amazing lighting 

outcomes. 

APPLICATION DIMENSIONS 
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Fountain nozzles / Classic nozzles / Semisfera d’acqua 

 SEMISFERA 90 SEMISFERA 120 SEMISFERA 150 SEMISFERA 200 SEMISFERA 300 ANCHORAGE 

CODE SSA90 SSA120 SSA150 SSA200 SSA300 ANS 

H 133 cm 144 cm  163 cm  188 cm  250 cm - 

D  90 cm  120 cm  150 cm  200 cm  300 cm - 

NO. OF JETS 36 39 59 66 100 - 

C 2 ½ " M-DN65 2 ½ " M-DN65 2 ½ " M-DN65 2 ½ " M-DN65 4 " M-DN100 - 

MATERIAL 
Stainless steel / 

Brass  

Stainless steel / 

Brass  

Stainless steel / 

Brass  

Stainless steel / 

Brass  

Stainless steel / 

Brass  
Stainless steel 

WEIGHT 25 kg 32.5 kg 39 kg 56 kg 120 kg - 

SSA90 SSA120 SSA150 SSA200 SSA300 

FLOW RATE 
[l/min] 

HEAD 
[mWC] 

FLOW RATE 
[l/min] 

HEAD 
[mWC] 

FLOW RATE 
[l/min] 

HEAD 
[mWC] 

FLOW RATE 
[l/min] 

HEAD 
[mWC] 

FLOW RATE 
[l/min] 

HEAD 
[mWC] 

324 10 351 10 531 10 594 10 990 10 


